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The use of organ-on-a-chip technology [1][2] for in-vitro models is a widely established research approach. 

Growing human cell cultures on the surface of a substrate brings living cells in direct contact with artificial 

microstructured surfaces. In this work we focus on the effect of high aspect ratio nanostructures – nano-needle 

arrays – on the adhesion and proliferation of adherent cells. Previous studies [3][4] have shown, that 

nanostructured surfaces have the potential to influence the adhesion and the proliferation rate of cells.  

The purpose of this work was to develop a fabrication process for a high aspect ratio nanostructure array of 

densely packed, sharp, perpendicular nano-needles that provides a minimum adhesion area for cell attachment. 

Black silicon features a needle-shaped surface structure with needles having a diameter less than 1 µm. The 

black silicon areas were fabricated by cryogenic reactive ion etching (RIE) in a SF6/O2 plasma (Oxford 

Plasmalab 100) using etch parameters yielding a highly anisotropic etch progress. The lithographically 

patterned photoresist (AZ 5214 E, Merck) with 1.6 µm thickness acts both as etch mask and as a source for 

surface impurities leading to micromasking and the formation of black silicon (Fig.1). 

We will report on the influence of the etch parameters (pressure, plasma power, temperature) on the resulting 

geometry and present an optimized etch process yielding a typical diameter/height ratio of 1:130. An optical 

image (Fig. 2) shows the nano-needle surface of the black silicon as a dark, non-reflecting area. A scanning 

electron microscopy image (Fig. 3) shows the array of Si-needles fabricated by this process. With a tip radius 

below 50 nm these nanoneedles provide only a minimum surface for cell adhesion. 

The high aspect ratio nanoneedles of black silicon were replicated by an UV- nanoimprint lithography process 

using an imprint material (e.g. OrmoComp, MicroResist Technology) [5]. We will report on the replication of 

these high-aspect ratio structures by nanoimprint lithography, and discuss the prospects and the difficulties in 

replicating the sharp nano-needles with a high structure-fidelity. 

Microstructured samples featuring a combination of smooth surfaces and nano-needle surfaces were 

investigated for the different adhesion and growth of human cells, including muscle cells (e.g. myocard cells), 

fibroblasts and epithelial cells (e.g. Caco-2). Cells were seeded on both (a) the RIE-etched Si wafers and (b) 

the NIL-imprinted replicas. The adhesion of cells on the high aspect ratio nano-needle surfaces, their surface 

motility, their proliferation rate, and the viability of the cells was investigated.  

A comparison of the results will be presented and the factors influencing the cell adhesion on these surfaces 

will be discussed. Finally, the potential of the black-silicon surfaces for reducing the cell coverage of chip 

surfaces will be evaluated and an outlook on potential applications will be presented. 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures and their use as cell 

substrate. (a) Cryo RIE fabrication of black silicon nano needle arrays. (b) Cell seeding and cell growth on 

top of the structured Si surfaces. (c) NIL replication of black silicon, done by PROFACTOR. (d) Cell 

seeding and cell growth on top of NIL imprints.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. A typical nanostructured sample. Optical image of a Si surface after RIE etching. The b-Si 

structures are dark (non-reflective) areas in this image. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. SEM image of the black silicon nano needle arrays after RIE etching. The needle array is 

approximately 40 µm in height.  
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